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deduced on the basis of a uctuational creation of particles scheme recently
discussed (Cf. for example[7, 8]). In this scheme,
p
N particles are uc-
tuationally created and this happens in the Compton time  of a typical
elemental particle, a pion.
Further this corresponds to a uctuational creation of N
1=4
Planck particles
as recently argued[9], in the Planck time 
P









Equation (2) leads to (1).
(1) shows that at the Planck length, the uctuational dimensionality is 4=3.
Interestingly this is the dimension of a Koch curve and a coastline [10]. With




which indeed is true[11].
At the Compton scale of resolution, we have[7], as indeed can be deduced




(3) shows the two dimensional character at the Compton length. Indeed
as noted in the introduction three dimensionality is at scales much greater
than the Compton wavelength - as we approach the Compton wavelength we
encounter two dimensionality as can be seen from (3) - indeed this was the
key to explain puzzling characteristics of quarks including their fractional
charge and handedness[6].
Finally at scales L  10cm, we have
N
1=3
L  R (4)
(4) shows up the usual three dimensionality.
Interestingly, if we take the typical elementary particle the pion, and con-
sider it successively as a 4=3 dimensional object at the Planck scale, a two
dimensional object at the Compton scale and three dimensional at our macro
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